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ABSTRACT 

In order to provide accurate and timely weather and climate information to promote its 

application in the improvement of productivity for social-economic activities in Uganda; there 

is need for one to fully understand how the absolute meteorological weather observing 

systems work. This has been done by strengthening meteorological observing network.  

The major objective of this study is to assess the steady change in the characteristics of the 

weather observation, focusing and examining exclusively on the performance of different 

kinds of meteorological instruments. This has helped in the improvement of the quality and 

management of weather and climate data. In Uganda there are various observing systems 

thus; manual, semiautomatic and automatic. These include; conventional instruments, 

satellite, radar, and radiosondes. The functions of the weather instruments, both manual and 

automatic and their calibrations have been discussed, and their evolution from tradition to 

automatic. In conclusion, the pros and cons the different kinds of these weather instruments 

have been noted. However, Uganda’s weather stations network is still too sparse to enable 

adequate monitoring of sufficient weather and climate data.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

  

In Uganda weather and climate monitoring are under the Department of Meteorology which is 

in the Ministry of Water, and Environment. It has its headquarters situated on 10th Floor, Post 

Building; Yusuf Lulu Road .The Department is charged with monitoring meteorological 

conditions nationwide and any other issues related; thus issuing timely climate and weather 

advisories as well as forecasts for warnings, mitigation, sustainable development and policy 

formation. The various meteorological stations nationwide form a hydro-climatic network. 

The availability of timely advice and early warning on weather and climate enhances social-

economic development. There are four main types of meteorological stations in the hydro-

climatic network of Uganda namely: - Synoptic stations, Climatological station, Agro-

meteorological stations, Hydro meteorological stations and other specialized stations (WRAP, 

2001).Synoptic stations carry out observation on meteorological parameters on an hourly 

basis for either 12 or 24 hours a day. These stations are equipped with instruments like; 

thermometers, rain gauges, Campbell sunshine, wind vane, anemometers, barometers and 

solar radiation recoder. One of the major synoptic stations is located at the National 

Meteorological Center, Entebbe, giving it additional instruments and equipments like; 

weather radars, upper air, and satellites.  There are 12 operational synoptic stations in Uganda. 

Figure 1: Showing Synoptic stations. 

 

Ref.No ICAO/WMO Station Name 

S1 HUAR  Arua Met. Station 

S2 HUGU  Gulu Met. Station 

S3 HULI  Lira 

S4 HUMI  Masindi 

S5 HUSO  Soroti 

S6 HUKS  Kasese 

S7 HUEN Entebbe International Airport 

S8 HUJI  Jinja 

S9 HUTO  Tororo 

S10 HUMA  Mbarara 

S11 HUKB  Kabale 

S12 HUKA  Kampala-Makerere 
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Most of the above stations are unautomated and using manual observing instruments. 

Although automated program of all stations is underway. 

 

At climatological stations, observations on meteorological parameters such as rainfall, 

temperature, atmospheric pressure, and sunshine hours are made twice a day, that is at 0900 

and 1500 hours EAST. Agro-meteorological stations at which additional phenological 

parameters including soil temperature; crop development stage, soil moisture and infiltration 

are observed to augment the meteorological data. Such additive parameters are beneficial to 

agriculture. There are only 14 Agro-meteorological stations in Uganda and most of them are 

under the National Agricultural Research Organization (NARO). Hydro meteorological 

stations are for hydrogical cycles. Rainfall stations are one of the specialized stations that 

observe rainfall. Rainfall observations are made everyday at 0600GMT (0900EAST) by 

observational experts who record the observations on rainfall cards, and send the cards to the 

meteorological department at the end of the month.  The various data on respective 

meteorological parameters is sent to the department of meteorological supervisors and then 

entered into CLICOM software. However, the data held on the CLICOM database is not 

easily accessible and cannot be read directly by other software packages. Therefore, the data 

is maintained in ASC11 files that can be read by any programming language in addition to 

being the most transportable form of data file.AS11 files can be imported into and displayed 

onscreen by any word processing or spread sheet package (Notepad, Microsoft Word, Excel) 
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Weather Observation: 

How did weather forecasting develop? Let’s take a look at the history of meteorology. In 

Bible times the forecasting of weather conditions was based solely upon observations of the 

sky. This is alluded to in the Bible book of Matthew where Jesus said to the religious leaders 

of the 1st Century, ‘You are able to interpret the appearance of the sky but the sign of the 

times you cannot interpret’ (Rose Potter - © 2002). 

Ever since there have been people on earth, weather monitoring and the desire to integrate 

earth-observing system seems to be the trend of today but has in fact a long historical period.  

It has been someone’s job to figure out the weather. Ancient weather forecaster ‘traditional 

meteorologist’ methods usually relied on observed patterns of events using different 

traditional methods of observing weather parameters like winds, rainfall, temperature, cloud 

movement, basing on stars, sun, moon, blowing dust devil, as the prediction of the seasonal 

weather forecast, for example, it might be observed that if the sunset was particularly red, the 

following day often brought fair weather. This experience accumulated over generations to 

produce weather lore. However, not all of these predictions proved reliable, and many of them 

have since been found not to stand up to rigorous statistical testing. 

 In 340 B.C, Aristocle began studying the phenomena of clouds, rain, snow, winds, thunder, 

hail and hurricanes. Simple weather instruments began being used in the 1600`s. (Tauqeer UI 

Hassan).In the beginning of the 17th Century; Evangelista Torricelli invented a system using 

mercury and created a sustained vaccum to prove its existence. As a result, he discovered the 

principle of a mercury barometer, and also that, air has a density. Also the variability in time 

of air pressure was discovered. Some years later around 1650, researchers like Blaise Pascal 

and Robert Boyle discovered using a mercury barometer that air pressure decreased with 

altitude. (Van der Meuler, J.P 2006). 

Now, weather forecasting is very sophisticated. Millions of people, every day listen to the 

weather forecast form TV stations, radio stations, mobile phones, computers, satellites and 

others. Some need to know what will the weather will be like for their jobs, such as farmers, 

pilots, and fisherman. While others want to know because of camping, hiking, picnicking, or 

other outdoor activities. Whatever the reason, meteorology is important to the lives of many 

people on the plant earth. Therefore the functional specifications of networks and weather 

stations have a complex background. Although the background looks complex it is simple 
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compared to the present needs of the multiform disciplines in Meteorology and the available 

surface technologies of observations. 

 
 
Instruments evolution from tradition to automated weather system: 
 
Transition from manual to automated observations can lead to a discontinuity in a climate 

record or a change in scope of a meteorological variable if the process is not managed 

carefully. For example, horizontal visibility reported by an Observer who integrates 

observations surrounding the station to that of a visibility sensor, which extrapolates a point 

observation to represent the area, will lead to a discontinuity. Automatic weather stations are 

used for increasing the number and reliability of surface observations.  

 

They achieve this by increasing the density of an existing network by providing data from 

new sites and from sites that are difficult to access and inhospitable, Supplying, for manned 

stations, data outside the normal working hours, increasing the reliability of measurements by 

using sophisticated technology and modern, digital measurement techniques, ensuring the 

homogeneity of networks by standardizing the measuring techniques, satisfying new 

observational needs and requirements, reducing human errors, lowering operational costs by 

reducing the number of observers, measuring and reporting with high frequency or 

continuously. According to an abstract by National Climate Observation Station of 

Taiyuan, using conventional observations of automatic and manual weather station from 

January 2003 to September 2004 (temperature, pressure, relative humidity and soil 

temperature from 0 cm to 320 cm), and a contrast analysis was given.  

 

The results show that: observational errors of temperature, pressure and soil temperature from 

40cm to 320 cm are relatively small, while relative humidity, soil temperatures from 5 cm to 

20 cm and ground temperature are greater. There are many factors that caused data 

differences between automatic and manual observation, including different measure principles 

and observation method, different measure time level, different environment, and so on. It can 

provide basis for continued use of data observed by automatic station ((National Climate 

Observation Station of Taiyuan�No568, pingyang Road, Taiyuan 030006, Shanxi 

,P.R.China )E-mail:xu411-wang921@163.com 
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Impacts of automation according to Global climate observing system include their cost 

effectiveness, high frequency data, better ability to detect extremes, deployment in hostile 

locations, faster access to data, consistency and objectiveness in measurement, and ability to 

perform automatic quality monitoring.  

 

On the other hand, AWSs are susceptible to the following: data losses, inadequate change 

management, poor maintenance procedures can lead to data contamination, inadequate 

training of maintenance and inspection personnel, difficulty in measuring some observations, 

and the loss of visual observations. The reliability of weather forecasting mainly depends on 

the amount of data received for analysis. Setting up of a manned meteorological station is 

relatively costly exercise. With the advancement of information technology and electronics 

and also the growing demand for meteorological information, it becomes more popular to 

disseminate the meteorological information through network means to meteorological 

community. Main objective of the design of AWS is to have more user friendly and flexible 

network of instrument that is made by incorporating locally developed low cost and reliable 

sensors such as wind direction sensor for weather observation (Nuwan Kumarasinghe, 

Department of Meteorology, Bauddhaloka Mawatha).  

 

New generations of observing systems: 

Currently there is a strong trend in the development of surface observation systems that 

include a network of meteorological stations, automated surface observing system designed 

with complete data collection packages, sea surface observations using buoys and ships to 

collect meteorological data. Automated Weather Sensor System (AWSS) which is as surface 

weather observing system that provides minute-by-minute weather observations. This system 

collects, processes, and ensures the quality of crucial weather measurements. Aviation 

Surface Weather Observation Network (ASWON), which is a collection of weather 

equipment that provides real time, accurate surface weather conditions to pilots, air traffic 

controllers, other aviation users, and the national weather data network.  

 

The introduction of the Automatic Weather Observing Systems (AWOS) has replaced the 

many of manned weather stations. With the advancement of information technology and 

electronics, and also the growing demand for meteorological information, it becomes more 

essential to disseminate the meteorological information, through networks means, to 

meteorological community. However the automated observations of present weather 
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phenomena at or in the vicinity of a site are still on matter of concern because of the many 

complaints from the stakeholders, thus the human Eye still remains the best observing sensor 

ever. The discovery and invention of the new compact, multi-sensor weather stations with 

advanced weather measurement by the GillMetpark has become the benchmark for modern, 

professional weather instrumentation global. The recently introduced MetpakII features wind 

speed and direction, temperature and humidity, barometric pressure and dew point 

measurement, available in a compact package. Precisely, different types of instruments were 

designed as tools for the meteorological observer to generate the weather report form manned 

weather stations. These weather stations are setup complying with recommendations as 

stipulated by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Typical weather stations have 

many instruments used to measure different weather parameters like; 

• Thermometer for measuring temperature  

• Barometer for measuring barometric pressure/air pressure  

• Hygrometer for measuring humidity  

• Anemometer for measuring wind speed  

• Wind vane for measuring wind direction  

• Rain gauge  for measuring precipitation 

In addition, at certain airport weather stations, two additional instruments may be employed: 

• Transmissometer for measuring visibility  

• Ceiling projector for measuring cloud ceiling 

Except for those instruments requiring direct exposure to the elements (anemometer, rain 

gauge), the instruments should be sheltered in a vented box, usually a Steven screen, to keep 

direct sunlight off the thermometer and wind off the hygrometer. The instrumentation may be 

specialized to allow for periodic recording otherwise significant manual labor is required for 

record keeping. 

 

Calibration of Basic Meteorological Instruments: 

Calibration and maintenance are closely related in these programmes and are recovered on 

combined forms for each instrument category. Maintenance work is recorded in the comments 

section of these forms. Equipment and tools for calibration and maintenance of instruments 

are described in the section for each individual instrument step-by-step process description. 
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The purpose of this procedure is to describe maintenance and calibration procedures for 

instruments used in the meteorology monitoring to measure atmospheric variables, data 

acquisition systems for these measurements, and equipment necessary to calibrate and 

maintain these meteorological instruments to test the accuracy on altimetry, barometry, 

psychometrics, temperature, wind motions, prior to installation at different field stations 

throughout the country. 

Typical Meteorological Instruments found in the Observatory Enclosure in figures 

below: 

 

 
 

Figure 1 
 

Anemometer which measures the average wind speed next to the evaporation pan that 
measures the rate of evaporation in millimeters per hour. 
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Figure 2 
 

Ordinary rain gauge for measuring rainfall amount. 
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Figure 3 
 

Meteorological observer reading rainfall amount. 
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Figure 4 
 

Automatic Casella rain gauge 
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Figure 5 
 

Cumbell sunshine recorder that measures the duration of sunshine in hours. 
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Figure 6 
 

Stevenson screen that houses delicate meteorological instruments. 
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Figure 7 
 

Meteorological observer taking thermometer readings. 
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Figure 8 
 

Wind vane that shows the direction of the wind. 
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Figure 9 
 

Wagetech automatic weather station. 
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 Conclusions: 

 Because AWOS have their limitations as indicated in literature review, I can 

conclusively say that both methods of observation should be maintained for better 

results. There is also urgent need to train the personnel manning these meteorological 

observatories to improve on their skills. 

 There is need to improve on surface observations equipments as the main focus is to 

improve on the accuracy, efficiency and reliability of these instruments. 

 Due to limited manpower there is need to install automatic station especially in remote 

areas.  

 All kinds of observations to be converted into geo-physical quantities. 

 Automation of subjective observations to be standardized or at least well documented 

in open literature, requirements on skill scores. 

 Meteorological equipments should be calibrated regularly in order to avoid defaults 

reading of the parameters. 

 All in all, Strong measure is needed to strengthen the networks of weather stations that 

are still too sparse to enable adequate national monitoring of sufficient weather and 

climate data.  
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